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Dear Ms Maxwell Stuart
Scottish Borders Tourism Strategy
Please find attached the strategy document for Scottish Borders Tourism. The
document captures the outputs of our various meetings and feedback received.
The document is informed by: a range of other ‘strategies’; aspirations held for the
tourism sector in the Borders; and the markets that offer opportunities.
The strategy is designed to provide focus for the sector and is underpinned by a
range of aims and goals that in turn are supported by the Area Tourism Partnership’s
Annual Action Plan.
We thank you for the opportunity of working with you and your team in preparing this
document and for the support and input of all concerned.
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DOCUMENT OVERVIEW
The attached provides a finalised Tourism Strategy and Strategic Action Plan
for the Scottish Borders Tourism Partnership (SBTP) group. These papers
provide a ‘framework’ to guide and inform activities within the Scottish Borders
tourism sector.
The reader will note that this Regional Tourism Strategy for the period 2013 to
2020 aims to mirror the structure, content and aspirations included within the
new Scottish Tourism Strategy prepared by the Scottish Tourism Alliance. It
is envisaged that the Scottish Borders Tourism Strategy will reflect these
timeframes but that the intention will be to revisit and review the document at
the midpoint in 2016.
Presented overleaf as Part I is the Tourism Strategy document and as Part II,
a Strategic Action Plan aimed at informing and articulating the Partnership’s
activities over the next seven years. Separate to this strategic document the
SBTP will evolve ‘Annual Action Plans’. These plans prepared for each year
will provide more detail and will encapsulate identifiable and manageable
projects and activities that the Partnership will seek to progress and deliver
within a 12 month timescale. These activities in turn helping the Partnership
manage its activities and inputs to ensure achievement of the strategic aims
and goals identified by this document.
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INTRODUCTION
The new Tourism Strategy for Scottish Borders is presented in the following
pages in a concise format. The Strategy is aimed at informing the future
direction of the tourism sector and the targets and goals it seeks to achieve.
The Strategy itself is informed by the new National Tourism Strategy and a
number of other important regional strategies aimed at enhancing the local
economy and quality of life.
The strategy for the tourism sector in the Scottish Borders has dynamic links
with other key strategic plans for the wider economy and geography of the
region these include amongst others:
-

Future of our Industry in Our Hands – Scottish Tourism Alliance 2012
Scottish Borders Rural Development Plan
Scottish Borders Council – Scottish Borders Economic Strategy
Strategic Development Plan for the Edinburgh and South East
Scotland area (SESplan).

Other documents informing this work included:
-

Scottish Borders Tourism Action Plan Update 2008
Borders Events Strategy 2008 – 2010

Overleaf is a visual representation of the National Tourism Strategy’s aims
and aspirations.
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3

SCOTTISH BORDERS TOURISM –
STRATEGIC VISION, MISSION AND AIMS

3.1

Introduction
The Region’s Strategic Aspirations are articulated below:

3.2

Our Vision 2013 – 2020
“To grow tourism visits and spend in The Scottish Borders, through
positioning and promotion as, a sustainable, year-round destination, which
capitalises on its unique geography, heritage, natural environment and
people”.

3.3

Our Mission
The following provides a consensus overview of the STBP’s ambitions and
mission.






To develop and capitalise on the growth markets identified in the
National Tourism Strategy through proactive and innovative partnership
approaches within the Scottish Borders. To address seasonality and
grow visitor numbers and average spend sustainably in line with National
ambitions;
To maintain, improve and protect the region’s tourism assets, attractions
and essential characteristics to provide authentic experiences. At the
same time improve the customer journey by developing our own
capabilities by enhancing quality and skills and marketing;
Ensuring full engagement of all in the tourism community and beyond in
achieving the Regional goals by understanding that “working
collaboratively achieves more” = SBTP.
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Our Strategy – An Overview of Aims and Goals (Targets)
Profiled below are the Partnership’s strategic aims and goals for tourism in the
Scottish Borders. Identified are our target growth markets alongside the
specific aims of the Strategy and the quantifiable goals and targets we want
the sector to achieve in the next seven years, by 2020. [It is planned that a
midterm review of progress and the Strategy will be undertaken in 2016].
1)

Targeting Our Growth Markets
The SBTP like other regions across Scotland seeks to target and
prioritise what are seen as its own growth markets. In this
particular instance the aim is for the Partnership to prioritise the
Home Turf markets (ie UK Domestic Markets).
These markets include those identified below [using
VisitScotland (VS) segmentation analysis – see profile of
segments in the Appendices]:
Home Turf Segments





Mature Devotees
Affluent Active Devotees
Younger Domestic Explorers
Affluent Southern Explorers

In parallel international markets will also be sectors in which
Borders seeks to improve its performance. However it is
envisaged that targeting and promotion to these segments will
be managed by VS and other bodies with SBTP focusing on
home grown markets.
These international markets including:





Near Neighbours:- Northern European Countries
Distant cousins:- Scottish Diaspora eg USA, Australia,
Canada
Emerging markets:- BRIC Countries – Brazil, Russia,
India and China
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Providing Authentic Experiences
Our priorities:
Nature, Heritage and Activities
Destinations, Towns and Villages
Events and Festivals
Business Tourism

3)

Improving the Customer Journey
Priorities will be:
Food and Drink
Transport
Accommodation
Digital Connectivity

4)

Our Capabilities
In parallel with turning our assets into quality visitor experiences
we will build on our capabilities to further enhance the customer
journey and our economic performance through focusing on:
Quality and Skills, Marketing and Sustainable Tourism –
particularly addressing the issue of seasonality.
Our strategy will be underpinned by a commitment that ensures
full engagement across all sectors and to communicate the
message that tourism is everyone’s business. Within the
tourism sector the message must continue to be that working
collaboratively achieves more.
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The tabular presentation in the following pages presents, in a concise format,
the strategic aims and targets the Partnership has for tourism in the Scottish
Borders over the next seven years. The ‘Strategy’ itself is supported by a
Strategic Action Plan that provides more detail surrounding what are the
Partnerships aspirations and work plan for the coming years that will see
successful delivery of the Strategy.
This Action Plan is presented as Part II of this document and has still to be
informed by further debate of the Board of the Partnership who will confirm
the Plan’s contents, priorities and the annual activities it foresees for the
coming year. (It is envisaged that this plan will be subject to annual activity
targets and review re the progress / successes achieved).

4.2

Strategic Aims
Mirroring the National Strategy’s ambitions, presented below, are the
Strategic Aims identified for the Scottish Borders in the coming years. (The
detail of the Actions that will be undertaken / employed to deliver on each of
the aims are more fully articulated in the attached and supporting Action
Plan).
STRATEGIC AIMS
PROVIDING AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCES
1.

2.

3.

4.

Nature, Heritage and Activities
Capitalise on the opportunities offered by our inherent assets. Enhance the product
offering and optimise the benefits to be gained from these key assets.
Encourage responsible custodianship of the Region’s built and natural environment,
scenic and wildlife assets by supporting government, local government, agencies, land
owners and managers to manage and protect the Region’s landscape and wildlife
assets in a manner that maintains and improves the qualities of beauty, remoteness,
wildness, peace and tranquillity. Inculcate a mutual understanding by all of the
Economic Value of Landscape to the Region’s Tourism Industry.
Destinations, Towns and Villages
Develop and improve vibrancy of key settlements within The Borders by protecting
the built and natural heritage of our towns and villages.
Events and Festivals
Maximise the opportunities to be gained from raising and improving destination
profile, awareness, market penetration, and economic benefit using events as a
vehicle for change.
Business Tourism
Improve the quality and profile of our business tourism assets.
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STRATEGIC AIMS
IMPROVING THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY
5.

Food & Drink
Ensure visitor dining offer capitalises on the excellent provenance of the regions
food and drink.

6.

Transport
Create sustainable, easy, cost effective transport links and routes to and around the
Borders Region.
Accommodation
Ensure the Region’s accommodation offerings are in direct relation to consumer
demands and where opportunities are available can act as an attractor of demand
in themselves.
Digital Connectivity
Encourage Borders wide adoption of the digital age and tools available.

7.

8.

STRATEGIC AIMS
BUILDING OUR CAPABILITIES
9

10

11

12

4.3

Leadership and Collaboration
Ensure strong, enlightened, informed and innovative leadership and collaboration
exists across the tourism sector.
Quality Skills (Improve Participation in Training)
Ensure all our Tourism people / workforce and management have the relevant skills
base to provide commercially successful, quality customer-focused services and
products of international standing.
Marketing
Make best use of knowledge about our potential visitors and markets to ensure we are
successful and achieve above our share of the market by continuing to provide quality
products and services at least in line with, if not exceeding their aspirations and
expectations.
Sustainable Tourism (Green Schemes)
‘Team Tourism’ to be good environmentally and socially aware citizens, neighbours
and participants in green strategies.

Strategic Targets
Profiled overleaf in quantitative terms are the aspirations the Partnership has
for the tourism sector in terms of its future economic performance. The
targets have been set in line with the National aspirations and what it is
believed can realistically be achieved by the Scottish Borders over the next
seven years by delivering positive changes in the sector.
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STRATEGIC TARGETS
Measure

Targeting our Growth Markets

Key Monitor

A.

Increase volume
of overnight
visitors.

National Occupancy
Survey / local data
exchange. GBTS /
IPS.

B.

Increase level of
visits to visitor
attractions and
activity venues.
Increase level of
spend across
visitor attractions.

10% -15% increase in existing
accommodation annual occupancy
levels across the Scottish Borders eg
hotels in 2011 – 50% room occupancy
rising to circa 62% by 2020.
(10% -15% increase in spend by
overnight visitors by 2020 – see below).
[These combine to create a growth
target for the tourism economy overall of
circa low 20% to above 30% in volume
and value terms].
5% increase in visits to visitor
attractions, 10% increase in visits to
activity venues.

C.

D.

E.**

Increased visitor
demand through
extension of
season.

5% annual increase in incremental
spend over and above entrance fee.

10% increase in existing
accommodation occupancy level
outside the traditional main season ie
higher occupancy levels between
October and May each year.
10% increase in average overnight
visitor spend (above inflation) by 2020.

Visitor Attraction
Monitor like for like
sample / local data
exchange.
Anonymous Survey
Monkey through the
Visitor Attractions
forum in Scottish
Borders.
National Occupancy
Survey – local data
exchange.

Increase overnight
GBTS / IPS.
expenditure by
individual visitors
in real terms.
** Note: These targets combine to produce a 2020 targeted growth in the Scottish Borders
tourism economy of circa 20%-30% – in line with the National growth aspirations.
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STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN – OVERVIEW
Presented in this section, in a concise tabular format are the key themes and
areas of activity that it is envisaged form the main body of the new strategic
Action Plan for tourism in the Scottish Borders. The reader will note that
again the themes mirror those of the Borders and National strategies and
other relevant documents eg the Region’s economic strategy.
A number of changes to format from the Region’s last strategy have been
recommended for various reasons. In the main the document has a life
expectancy of seven years. It is a document to guide tourism in the Region
over this timeframe and whilst it will be ‘owned’ by the ATP it needs to be
dynamic and flexible for what is a very broad sector of the economy and a
very ‘diverse’ partnership.
Simplification and dynamism to reflect changes and successes over the seven
year timeframe of the new Strategy also need to be accommodated and
reflected and for this reason a review will be conducted in 2016. It is for this
reason that the Strategy presented in Part I of this document and the
‘Strategic Actions’ presented overleaf are just that – high level. It is envisaged
that the ‘detailed activities’ will be incorporated within what is envisaged will
form a list of annual activities or an ‘Annual Action Plan’. These activities to
be decided upon following discussion amongst the ATP Board and will include
‘bite-sized’ chunks of activities or projects it is envisaged the Partnership can
realistically deliver / progress in each year. By collectively setting annual
actions that are realistic and deliverable gives much more relevance and
usefulness to the Strategic Action Plan. An annual plan can also act as a
management tool against which to measure success and movement towards
achieving longer term, more strategic aspirations and goals on an annual
basis.
The annual plan of activities can be set in line with market conditions,
resources available for delivery and will name who / which partners can
‘champion’ or take on responsibility for the action, its delivery and / or manage
progress. Here again this move will facilitate easier and more meaningful
monitoring of progress.
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Every success will be welcomed and can be used to demonstrate to funders,
other partners and the trade at large that positive change is being achieved
against the strategic aspirations of the sector. This ‘annual’ list becoming an
important planning and management tool for the Partnership – a resource that
is currently lacking. If considered appropriate a monitoring benchmark can
also be included within the Plan. (Example of Annual Plan format is
attached).
Presented in the following pages is the final version of the agreed Strategic
Action Plan covering the period 2013 to 2020.
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STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN FOR TOURISM IN THE SCOTTISH BORDERS 2013-2020
PROVIDING AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCES
Strategic Aims
Nature, Heritage and Activities
Capitalise on the opportunities offered by our inherent assets.

Strategic Action
i)
Nature
Wildlife and Nature
Develop wildlife and nature product s/ packages to capitalise on growing national interest - eg wildlife
Enhance the product offering and optimise the benefits to be
watching – Ospreys / Sealife, etc.
gained from these key assets.
ii)
Heritage (Built)
Focus on Visitor Attractions – Continue to develop and improve the offering and quality of key attractions
Encourage responsible custodianship of the Region’s built and and gardens as strategic ‘pull’ factors for tourist visitors to the area (Cross-reference with nature assets).
natural environment, scenic and wildlife assets by supporting Support Abbotsford and similar projects to ensure full potential is realised.
government, local government, agencies, land owners and
iii)
Activities
managers to manage and protect the Region’s landscape and Cycling
wildlife assets in a manner that maintains and improves the
Build on current successes of mountain-biking assets and expand wider road and leisure cycling (See
qualities of beauty, remoteness, wildness, peace and
Events Strategy and widening of markets).
tranquillity. Inculcate a mutual understanding by all of the
Walking
Economic Value of Landscape to the Region’s Tourist
Ensure a high quality of infrastructure, support services and information are available for walkers. (Where
Industry.
appropriate develop ‘packages’, improve integration and cooperative working).
Golf
Expand the golf market – tackle new markets and innovative product packaging and cooperative working
(see marketing section).
Fishing / Country Sports
Enhance and increase awareness of destinations current offering and integration with wider destination
product offering (packaging, etc).
Diving
Further develop local diving clusters. (Packages – Eyemouth and St Abbs).
Equestrian
Utilise current profile in equestrian market to support the area’s drive from higher position and penetration
of the activities market, see links with equestrian events and riding for the disabled.
Other Sports
Support Activity aimed at providing ‘product’ and reasons for visit to the region eg events, participation in
Rugby, etc.
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STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN FOR TOURISM IN THE SCOTTISH BORDERS 2013-2020
PROVIDING AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCES
Strategic Aims
Destinations, Towns and Villages
Develop and improve vibrancy of key settlements within The
Borders by protecting the built and natural heritage of our
towns and villages.
Events and Festivals
Maximise the opportunities to be gained in raising and
improving destination profile, awareness, market penetration
and economic benefit using events, etc as a vehicle for
change.

Strategic Action
See links to other strategic initiatives and aspirations identified in the Rural Development Programme and
Economic Strategy for the Scottish Borders. (Whole Town Strategies Programme). Enhance Architectural
Assets / Streetscapes, Retail offering (See links to Improving the Customer Journey).
Develop a current up-to-date Events and Festivals Programme / Strategy and Action Plan.
Use events and festivals to strengthen profile and awareness of inherent products eg heritage, nature,
activities, etc.
Ensure up-to-date information available for consumers.

Business Tourism
Specifically Conferences / Team Building Sectors
Improve the quality and profile of our business tourism assets. See links to improvements within hospitality accommodation sector and the activities and outdoors sector
as location for conferences / meetings and teambuilding.
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STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN FOR TOURISM IN THE SCOTTISH BORDERS 2013-2020
IMPROVING THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY
Strategic Aims

Strategic Action

Food and Drink
Ensure visitor dining offer capitalises on the
excellent provenance of the Region’s food and
drink.
Transport
Create sustainable, easy, cost effective transport
links and routes to and around the Borders Region.

Link with Scotland’s Food and Drink and other national Strategies – see national initiatives and local events
strategy.

Accommodation
Ensure the Region’s accommodation offerings are
in direct relation to consumer demands and where
opportunities are available can act as an attractor of
demand in themselves.

Ensure our hospitality skills are of international standard and quality (‘Capabilities’ Initiatives Section).
Transport & Multi-User Access:
Support Regional, and where appropriate, national transport development initiatives and raise awareness of
existing sustainable transport links to and around the Region. (See Borders Rail Link, cycle / walking infrastructure
and public transport routes).
Promote A1M, A68 & A7 corridors as major ‘gateways’ into the Region.
Ensure a relevant range of types of accommodation is available across the Region to meet evolving market
demand and expectations. Identify opportunities where better quality and new products can ‘lead’ and generate
new demand – accommodation destination products.
Continue to raise average quality quotient across all forms of accommodation – see links to skills and quality
enhancement.
Fill any product / geographic gaps identified in region’s overnight accommodation provision.

Digital Connectivity
Encourage Borders wide adoption of the digital age
and tools available.

Support / Lobby for improved digital connectivity within the Region. (See Wifi Hotspots). In parallel see the
destination’s and individual businesses’ dialogue with their markets.
‘Connectivity’ and its implications for Marketing / packaging / IT skills and see all new communication routes with /
to visitors – social media, TripAdvisor, etc.
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STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN FOR TOURISM IN THE SCOTTISH BORDERS 2013-2020
OUR CAPABILITIES
Strategic Aims
Leadership and Collaboration
Ensure strong, enlightened, informed and
innovative leadership and collaboration exists
across the tourism sector.
Quality and Skills
Ensure all our tourism people / workforce and
management have the relevant skills base to
provide commercially successful, quality customerfocused services and products of international
standing.

Marketing
Make best use of knowledge about our potential
visitors and markets to ensure we are successful
and achieve above our share of the market by
continuing to provide quality products and services
at least in line with, if not exceeding, their
aspirations and expectations.

Sustainable Tourism
‘Team Tourism’ to be good environmentally and
socially aware citizens, neighbours and participants
in green strategies.

Strategic Action
Review on an ongoing basis structures, roles and responsibilities within the Borders tourism sector to ensure
relevance, best practices and successes are being achieved.
Ensure a clear communications strategy exists internally across the sector so that goals, aspirations, and
successes are articulated and lead to a joined up / signed up collaborative sector working together for the common
good.
Business Development
Enhance professional business skills and practices amongst local tourism service providers and businesses
particularly new start-ups – promote benefits to businesses through collaborative working (TVTP and Business
Gateway).
Customer Service and Vocational Skills
Improve customer services and vocational skills. (Extend the impact of innovative services and awareness
programmes eg 100k Welcomes).
Explore and exploit closer links and skills development opportunities between College and local businesses).
Market Intelligence – Understanding our Markets
Be fully aware and constantly updated of market trends and evolving expectations and needs of each sector of the
market that offer opportunities to Scottish Borders. (Market and Product Trends viz competitor destinations).
Continue to collate and monitor consumer perceptions and feedback on the destination offering to inform ongoing
alignment of the Borders’ offering / visitor interests / demands and trends.
Market Intelligence – Measuring Our Performance
Continued to collate market data and economic performance data, eg occupancy surveys, Visitor Attraction
numbers, etc to monitor our success in meeting market expectations and our own targets.
Maximise Marketing / Promotional Opportunities:
Optimise benefits to be achieved from marketing and promotion to key VS market segments. Key themes to
include Activities, Food and Drink, Nature and key destination settlements, etc.
Increase private sector marketing leverage to complement Public Sector initiatives and marketing activities, spend
etc.
Encourage private businesses to and develop and carry out improved marketing and packaging and joint
promotions.
Scottish Borders Council to continue to support VisitScotland initiatives.
Encourage best practice in all Scottish Borders tourism businesses. Ensure we are: ‘people’-oriented, following
best employment practices; are green, minimising our impact on the environment; and are aware of our role in the
life of our communities.
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ANNUAL ACTION PLAN FOR TOURISM IN THE SCOTTISH BORDERS (EXAMPLE)
PROVIDING AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCES
Strategic Aims

Strategic Action

Nature, Heritage and Activities
Capitalise on the opportunities
offered by our inherent assets.

i)
Nature
Wildlife and Nature
Develop wildlife and nature product s/ packages to capitalise on growing
national interest - eg wildlife watching – Ospreys / Sealife, etc.

Enhance the product offering and
optimise the benefits to be gained
from these key assets.
Encourage responsible custodianship
of the Region’s built and natural
environment, scenic and wildlife
assets by supporting government,
local government, agencies, land
owners and managers to manage
and protect the Region’s landscape
and wildlife assets in a manner that
maintains and improves the qualities
of beauty, remoteness, wildness,
peace and tranquillity. Inculcate a
mutual understanding by all of the
Economic Value of Landscape to the
Region’s Tourist Industry.

ii)
Heritage (Built)
Focus on Visitor Attractions – Continue to develop and improve the
offering and quality of key attractions and gardens as strategic ‘pull’
factors for tourist visitors to the area (Cross-reference with nature
assets). Support Abbotsford and similar projects to ensure full potential
is realised.
iii)
Activities
Cycling
Build on current successes of mountain-biking assets and expand wider
road and leisure cycling (See Events Strategy and widening of markets).
Walking
Ensure a high quality of infrastructure, support services and information
are available for walkers. (Where appropriate develop ‘packages’,
improve integration and cooperative working).
Golf
Expand the golf market – tackle new markets and innovative product
packaging and cooperative working (see marketing section).
Fishing / Country Sports
Enhance and increase awareness of destinations current offering and
integration with wider destination product offering (packaging, etc).
Diving
Further develop local diving clusters (Packages – Eyemouth and St
Abbs).
Equestrian
Utilise current profile in equestrian market to support the area’s drive
from higher position and penetration of the activities market, see links
with equestrian events and riding for the disabled.
Other Sports
Support Activity aimed at providing ‘product’ and reasons for visit to the
region eg events, participation in Rugby, etc.

Annual Activities 2013/4

Champion / Lead

Suggested Measure
of Success
Achieved
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Source: VisitScotland http://www.visitscotland.org/pdf/Trends%20and%20markets%20report%20for%20Scottish%20tourism%20strategy.pdf (Section 4)

